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Appendix E

G11
G1, G2, G10

Mitigation 

Code

Mitigation Measures as Extracted 

from Section 13.2.5 of the Project 

EM&A Manual

Implementation Details of Mitigation

Measure under the Project

Construction Phase
G1 Grass-hydroseed bare soil surface and

stock pile areas.

Whenever bare soil surface and stockpile areas

are expected to be left unoccupied and exposed

for reasonably long periods of time, which allows

the establishment of hydroseeded grass

G2 Add planting strip and automatic irrigation

system if appropriate at some portions of

bridge or footbridge to screen bridge and

traffic.

New planting strip and automatic irrigation

system will not be added under this Project.

Instead, the existing irrigation system, which is

affected during the construction period, shall be

reinstated after the construction works if

necessary.

G11 All existing trees shall be carefully

protected during construction.

All existing trees shall be retained and be

carefully protected during construction in

accordance with the tree protection

specifications outlined in the Contract

Specification.

V1 Minimize time for construction activities

during construction period.

The progress of construction works will be

closely monitored to ensure that the time for

construction activities is minimized during

construction period.

V2 Provide screen hoarding at the portion of

the project site / works areas / storage

areas near Visual Sensitive Receivers

(VSRs) who have close low-level views to

the Project during construction.

Implementation of this construction mitigation

measure shall be closely monitored during the

construction period.

Operation Phase
G10 Provide proper planting maintenance on

the new planting areas to enhance the

aesthetic degree.

Planting maintenance such as watering,

fertilizing, weeding, pruning and mowing etc. will

begin immediately after planting.

Appendix J shows the planting maintenance

principle and schedule.

V3 Lighting design to minimize glare at

night. Decorative road lighting to be

considered during detailed design stage.

Decorative road lighting is not applicable to the

Project. However, to minimize glare at night and

avoid any unnecessary light spill to nearby VSRs

(e.g. those on Airport Island and residents at

Tung Chung and north Lantau), only minimum

functional lighting will be provided for safety and

all directional lighting will be facing towards,

instead of away from, the Project Site.
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